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important for the nationality of Bulgarians. In this respect the
Bulgarian corpus is characteristically late. It is late also in respect
of a certain coarsening of fibre and exaggeration of the cruel and
horrible. To cover the anonymity of many heroes the poets repeat
the single name Stojan. Stojan suffers all the adventures, and has
no personal attributes that would interest us in a man of flesh and
blood. The thin line between tragedy and horror is not sufficiently
observed. Ballads are often cruel; but in those of the best epochs
the cruelty is not italicized. The modern Bulgarian ballad-monger,
especially those known to Auguste Dozon, is wont not merely to
kill, but to butcher. A stale smell of blood hangs round too many
of his wares. To some extent this must be laid at the door not of
the Bulgar but of his pitiless oppressors. Injustice and extortion
were rampant in the villages, leading to savage revenge. The girls
were abused by young Turks, and the boys imprisoned and hanged
when idle khanums happened to ogle them from the harem lattices.
The gendarme is all the government they know, and his actions
are entirely arbitrary; he is satisfied so long as he discovers some
victim to punish. Christian women file past us in the ballads in
long chains of prisoners, nursing a bitter hatred against the Turk.
Yet what is particularly depressing in these ballads is the attitude
of acquiescence, showing an impoverishment of the soul. Even the
outlaws dream of no more than ultimate subjection. Neither
personal liberty nor national spirit inspires them so much as thirst
for blood and booty. To rob is to augment the family property;
all boys and some girls pass through a few profitable years of
brigandage. When captured, the outlaw concentrates his efforts
on making a good appearance on the scaffold.
Lying between Serbia and Rumania and Greece and Rumania,
Bulgaria lies in the track of several international ballads. Its
Master Mano (Miladinov 424) is undoubtedly related in an
intimate way, as source or copy, to the Master Manole of Rumania,
and its Lazar and Petkana (Miladinov 100) to the Rumanian
Voichitd, Sick Dotcin (Miladinov 88) corresponds to the Rumanian
Doncild (Alecsandri 29) and to the Ivo Karlovic of the Erlangen
manuscript (no). The Kraljevic ballads which have extended to
Rumania have also crossed Bulgarian territory. A number of
Bulgarian poems are concerned with surprising recognitions,
particularly of sisters by brothers who have felt an innate love for
them (Miladinov 76, 87, no, 135,120); and there is a considerable

